Arteriovenous ratio and papilledema based hybrid decision support system for detection and grading of hypertensive retinopathy.
Hypertensive Retinopathy (HR) is a retinal disease which happened due to consistent high blood pressure (hypertension). In this paper, an automated system is presented that detects the HR at various stages using arteriovenous ratio and papilledema signs through fundus retinal images. The proposed system consists of two modules i.e. vascular analysis for calculation of arteriovenous ratio and optic nerve head (ONH) region analysis for papilledema. First module uses a set of hybrid features in Artery or Vein (A/V) classification using support vector machine (SVM) along with its radial basis function (RBF) kernel for arteriovenous ratio. In second module, proposed system performs analysis of ONH region for possible signs of papilledema. This stage utilizes different features along with SVM and RBF for classification of papilledema. The first module of proposed method shows average accuracies of 95.10%, 95.64% and 98.09%for images of INSPIRE-AVR, VICAVR, and local dataset respectively. The second module of proposed method achieves average accuracies of 95.93% and 97.50% on STARE and local dataset respectively. The system finally utilizes results from both modules to grade HR with good results. The presented system is a novel step towards automated detection and grading of HR disease and can be used as clinical decision support system.